By JACK MILTON (2010). Stakes winner of 5 races of $853,828 USA, Maker's 46 Mile S. [G1] (KEE, $180,000), Poker S. [G3] (BEL, $180,000), Transylvania S. [G3] (KEE, $60,000), etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2020. Sire of 102 foals, 37 starters, 14 winners of 16 races and earning $370,563 USA, including Natalia Lorena (at 2, 2019, , 2nd Clasico Jorge Ameglio [L], etc.), Tobys Heart (at 2, 2020, $45,400), Bad Beat Brian (at 3, 2020, $34,700), Play the Wildcard (at 2, 2019, $32,981 USA), I'll Do It My Way (at 3, 2020, $21,430), Moorac (at 2, 2019, $18,416), Jacks Outlaw (at 3, 2020, $18,184), Uncle Andrew (at 2, 2019, $10,770), Bar Tap (at 2, 2019, $9,000), Brycens Gold (at 3, 2020, $7,735).

1st dam
PICK OF THE PACK, by Lil's Lad. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $107,450, Lindsay Frolic S. (CRC, $22,560). Sister to Power Pack. Dam of 9 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--
Great Aztec (g. by Greatness). 13 wins, 2 to 8, $171,881.
For the Luv of Lil (g. by Greatness). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $143,946.
Tobys Heart (f. by Jack Milton). See below.
Great Pack (f. by Greatness). Placed at 2 and 3.

2nd dam
CAT ATTACK, by Storm Cat. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $161,580, Sorority S. [G3], 3rd Half Moon S. (MED, $4,200). Half-sister to Gentle Persuasion (GB) ($16,626 (USA), 4th Princess Margaret S. [G3], etc.). Dam of 8 winners--
PULGARCITO (c. by Greatness). 4 wins, 2 to 5, $108,976(USA), Governor's Cup S. (ZIA, $33,000).

3rd dam
HARP STRINGS (FR), by =Luthier (FR). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, $23,902 (USA). Dam of 12 winners--
CAT ATTACK (f. by Storm Cat). Black type winner, see above.
Gentle Persuasion (GB) (f. by =Bustino (GB)). Winner at 2 in ENG, $16,626 (USA), 4th Princess Margaret S. [G3], Chevington Stud Rockfel S. [G3]. Dam of--
SHARP PROD (c. by =Sharpo (GB)). 10 wins, 2 to 6 in ENG, FR and GER, $397,225 (USA), Hwt. colt at 2 on German Free Hand., Hwt. older horse at 4 on German Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur., Moet & Chandon Rennen [G2], Holsten-Trophy [G3], Grosser Silicon Bavaria Sprint Preis [L], Prix Contessina [L], Prix du Pin [L], etc. Sire.

=Approval (GB) (c. by $Royal Applause (GB)). Winner at 2 in ENG, $34,331 (USA), 2nd Victor Chandler European Free H. [L], Sodexho Pavilion S. [L], Rose Bowl S. [L].

=Prompting (GB) (f. by =Primo Dominie (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG and SWI, $6,398 (USA).

=Sharp Domino (GB) (c. by =Sharpo (GB)). 5 wins, 2 to 6 in GER, $146,314 (USA), 2nd
Tobys Heart
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Raab Karcher Baustoffe-Cup-124 Zukunfts-Rennen [G2], Scherping-Rennen [L], Preis der WGZ Beteiligungsgesellschaft [L], Silberne Peitsche [L].

=Elegant Lady (GB) (f. by Selkirk). Winner at 3 in ENG, $22,421 (USA). Dam of--

=Prince of Elegance (GB) (c. by Cape Cross (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 4 in ENG and SWE, $18,684 (USA), 3rd Ladbrokes.com Rose Bowl S. [L].

=Magic Touch (GB) (f. by Fairy King). Unraced in Great Britain. Dam of--

=ROYAL POWER (IRE) (g. by Xaar (GB)). 8 wins, 2 to 10 in ENG, NOR, GER and SWE, placed, 2 to 7 in FR , IRE, ITY and UAE, $383,736 (USA), Mehlig-Mulhens-Rennen-German Two Thousand Guineas [G2], 2nd Premio Parioli Antonveneta-Italian Two Thousand Guineas [G2], Intercasino.co.uk Easter S. [L].

=Full Orchestra (FR) (f. by Shirley Heights (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $10,293 (USA). Dam of--

=Seductive (GB) (c. by Pursuit of Love (GB)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG and SWI, $26,883 (USA), Horse of the year in Switzerland, Champion imported 3-year-old colt in Switzerland.

=Fling (GB) (f. by Pursuit of Love (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $30,235 (USA), 3rd Totesport Willie Park S. [L]. Producer.

=October Baby (TUR) (f. by Eagle Eyed). Placed at 2 in TUR. Dam of--

=KINOWA (TUR) (c. by Mountain Cat). 12 wins, 2 to 6, placed at 7, 2020 in TUR, $634,220 (USA), Champion miler in Turkey, Ege Derbisi [L], Ankara Kalesi [L], Alsancak Kosusu [L], Fevzi Lutfi Karaosmanolu [L], Fehmi Simsaroglu [L], etc.

=Noble Dame (TUR) (f. by Bullmarket (TUR)). Unplaced in TUR. Dam of--

=Mister Ticker (TUR) (c. by Mountain Cat). Placed at 3 in TUR, 3rd Toroslar S. [L].

Harp Attack (f. by Carson City). 5 wins, 3 to 5, $100,220. Dam of--

CHOOSE (c. by Arch). 6 wins at 3 and 4, $175,930, Rushing Man S. (MED, $36,000), Wolf Hill S. (MTH, $33,000), 2nd John McSorley S. (MTH, $11,000). Set ncr at Gulfstream Park, 5 furlongs in 0:54.89.


Blushing Strings (c. by Blushing John). 4 wins, 3 to 6, $53,099.

Halloween Cat (g. by Storm Cat). 5 wins, 5 to 7, $32,808.

Principal Player (c. by Chief Singer (IRE)). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $16,191 (USA).


Zydeco Zydeco (c. by Eastern Echo). Winner at 3, $8,441.

=Heart's Delight (g. by Homing (GB)). 6 wins, 4 to 6 in MAL.

=Iliac Time (f. by Town and Country (GB)). Placed, 3 to 5 in ENG, $3,966 (USA).

4th dam

=GILDING, by Kauai King. Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, Ascot One Thousand Guineas Trial S.-G3, 3rd Argos Star Fillies' Mile-G3. Dam of 2 winners, including--

Harp Strings (FR) (f. by Luthier (FR)). See above.

=Glitter (GB) (f. by Bustino (GB)). Placed at 3 in ENG.

=Psychedelic (NZ) (f. by Gold Brose (AUS)). 2 wins at 3 in NZ, 3rd Wellesley S. [L].

=Piccolo (NZ) (f. by Great Charmer). Winner at 2 in NZ, 3rd Ford Dealer Welcome S. [L].

RACE RECORD for Tobys Heart: At 2, 2020, one win in 1 start. Earned $45,400.